Ornea Liviu a iPj-manifold we denote by u the unit Lee form (a =co/o), by U the corresponding unit vector field and by V the veotor field -JU. let Rj^fci the curvature tensor of the Levi-Civita connection V. On a (^-manifold one has [4] [1] .
If JZ is normal to U for every tangent vector field X on H, then-, the submanifold is oalled antiinvariant.
If JD X = T^M, M is called generic. We denote by the same letter the restriction of g to M. All tensors and operators marked by refer to the ambientmanifold; those marked by refer to the Veyl connection. If E is a bundle over M, we denote by T(B) the pheaf of differentiable sections of B.
From mow on M will be a CR submanifold. One has on M two distinguished vector fields; A and B. So it is natural to study their various positions with respeot to the submanifold M. In this note we formulate all the results in terms of the vector field A (or V, when M is a i? 0 -manifold).
The first problem to be concerned of is the integrability of distributions. We have the following! If we call "conformal" any property regarding the Weyl connection, we can state: Proposition 2.3. If Aer(D © T^M), then M is minimal (resp. totally umbilical, resp. totally geodesia) iff H is conformal minimal (resp. totally umbilical, resp. totally geodesic).
In particular, if we denote by FX the normal part of JX,
implies ApjY »= ApyX and the properties deriving from this equality when the ambient manifold is Kaehler. Now we give a characterization of totally umbilical CR submanifolds. Let X and Z from P(TM), We have In this seotion, M will be a £P 0 -manif old. Ve consider a (local) frame of tangent vector fields e^(... f e2 m suoh that e 1t ... t e n are tangent to U. Let i,j,k run from 1 to a, a,b,o from n+1 to 2m. From (1.1) and the known structure equations for submanifolds w«r have
where h^ are the local components of the second fundamental form. The Ricoi tensor S has local components
The scalar curvature r is given by
From these formulas we easily prove Theorem 3.1* Let M be an antiinvariant submanifold of a P 0 -manifold M. If Ver(TM), then M is totally geodesic iff one of the following conditions is satisfied! o 1) M has constant curvature -c , 2) S « -c 2 (n-2)g, 3) r --c 2 (n-2Jn. Proof.
It is obvious, according to the faot that 7er(IB) implies u h 0 on M.
In the same way we derive: If M is an antiinvariant, totally geodesia submanifold of a ^-manifold with Ver(TM), then it is oonformally flat iff it has vanishing curvature.
Proof.
Calculating the Weyl conformai tensor we find 
